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by Eamon Stewart
STAFF FAMOUS EAMOUS

On Sunday, September 21, the San Diego Union-
Tribune released a report documenting  an investigation
and study of all of the professional football players who
have been caught using banned substances going back
to as far as 1962. It lists 185 names, including 52 Pro
Bowlers and 4 Hall of Famers. The list was a result of
numerous reports, archives, and interviews with NFL
players and personnel. It’s not considered a complete
and comprehensive look into the steroid problem in the
NFL, mostly because it was done by a newspaper you
have never heard of and not by a cranky former senator
who needs to be reminded about where he last left his
denture cleaner.

In a distant parallel universe, this list was greeted
with outrage and disgust from fans. The talking heads
were discussing the possibilities of having some of the
players stripped of their awards. Spectators littered the
field with syringes in a sign of protest and disgust. And
worst of all, there was even talk of banning some of
these players from having their names enshrined in the
Pro Football Hall of Fame.

Here in our universe, of course, none of this hap-
pened. This report was received with an indifferent
response from the major media outlets, if not ignored
altogether. But if some of what was discussed in the
previous paragraph sounds familiar, it’s probably
because you can vaguely recall how freaked out people
were when the steroids scandal in the Major Leagues
started to spiral out of control a few years ago. You can
remember people calling for the heads of Barry Bonds
and Roger Clemens and how baseball’s image would be
forever tarnished. To be sure, most of this was just
hyperbole and used to take up space on the airwaves

and in print, but everyone knew the big names of the
players who were juicing and everyone had a strong
opinion either way.

The lack of strong opinion being formed around
the Tribune’s version of the Mitchell Report bothers me
because some of the names on the list are people you
would certainly not expect. One of the more “what the
hell” names is NFL great Jim Miller, who, through a
storied 11-year career, posted a 75.2 QB rating and a
remarkable TD-INT ratio of 36-31. Another name on
the list that might make you scratch your head is that of
Todd Sauerbrun, a punter. Once again, I would like to
point out that this list is not comprehensive; the Tribune
couldn’t do a full investigation because, unlike the
Mitchell Report, they did not have the backing of the
government. For all we know, every punter in the NFL
could be on the juice.

So why does no one care? Without pointing too
many fingers, I would primarily blame ESPN. That tel-
evision sports monopoly, as well as creator of the fic-
tional “Red Sox Nation,” is the biggest factor in decid-
ing sports discussion in the public arena. And ESPN,
for some strange reason, scoffs at any thing that has to
do with steroids in pro football. The entire network
laughed at Yankees loudmouth Hank Steinbrenner
when he pointed out the glaringly obvious in stating
that more attention should be paid to steroids in foot-
ball, because, after all, football is pretty much tailor
made for performance enhancing drugs (and in case
any of you New England assholes are wondering, I was
born in California and hate both the Red Sox and
Yankees, so don’t accuse me of playing favorites when
I’m stating the facts). When San Diego linebacker and
All-Pro shit-stain Shawne Merriman returned from his
steroid-related suspension, ESPN interviewed him mul-
tiple times and made no mention of steroids. And when

Cleveland Browns guard Ryan Tucker was suspended
four games for steroid use, the guys at Pardon The
Interruption commended him for admitting to using
steroids, something they did not do for Jason Giambi or
Jose Canseco.

So perhaps the blame can be placed at the feet of
ESPN. But the more important question is, “Where do
we go next?” The answer is: probably nowhere. The
Tribune’s report, never really much of a story, has been
pushed aside and is already yesterday’s news. The NFL
season continues to rumble on, with its many oversized
and “gifted” athletes providing us with clean and
wholesome family entertainment each week. As far as
standards of decency and honesty go, we expect very
little from our players, and boy is that what we get.

by Andrew Waldron
STAFF TOO SOON

If you want to talk about issues in bed, let’s talk
about the sexual shortcomings of the New York Mets.
Queens’ own baseball squad is a sterling example of the
sexual impotence that seems to be sweeping the nation
and glittering every form of media with ads to relieve
such issues in the process. There’s no miracle drug to
absolve the shortcomings of those Mets, though. For
the second straight year they built themselves up with
promise and prosperity, but when the time came to
clinch a division title and lock up what seemed like a
sure appearance in the postseason, they failed in
the clutch. In that September month that has come
and gone, the economy seems to be the only thing
in America to have shit the bed worse than the
Mets.

After firing manager Willie Randolph mid sea-
son, Jerry Manuel took over and pointed the team
in an improved direction, going 55-38. However,
the team managed to accumulate a few stats that
should have been indicative of their doomed cam-
paign.

I know it’s never right to point fingers, but
when you fail this horribly, who cares? Start with
the bullpen: 29 blown saves. Think about that for a
second. Twenty-nine. That’s more than a month’s
worth of games just thrown away; not to mention,
that stat tops all the other major league teams.
Another league-topping stat was how they blew nine
games after they had a lead through the first eight
innings. Those Amazin’ Mets weren’t so amazing after
all, huh?

To make matters worse, they lost one of their top
three rotation pitchers, John Maine (10-8 with a 4.18
ERA), to injury with two months left in the season.

There was never a consistent lineup taking the field
every game, either, as bench players took the field at
second base and the corner outfield positions for more
than 50 games this season. For a team that was so evi-
dently reliant on their bench assets, a true hit came

when they lost two of their best from the bench with
only a month left: Damion Easley and Fernando Tatis.

Pathetic strategy led the Mets in their decision to
bring up rookie left-hander Jon Niese in September; he
threw his first three major league games in that month
and went 1-1 with a 7.07 ERA. In retrospect, it’s amaz-
ing that the team sat atop the NL East with only 17
games left to play.

Their division lead steadily decayed throughout
those 17 games, but they still went into the final game
of the season – not to mention the final game at Shea
Stadium – with a chance at the postseason. They
choked. Again. 

Fans shed tears and shouted expletives in distress
and frustration. To sum it up, Chuck Bentivenga, FCRH
’12, responded to the word “Mets” with a long list of
indictments against the team he loves. “Huge disap-
pointment this year. Underachievers. Injuries. Crappy
bullpen. Disappointing bullpen. Their bullpen was ter-
rible. Did I mention their bullpen? Scott Schoeneweis
and complete loathing. But really, in regard to the last
game, he’s a left-handed reliever who specializes in
lefties, and lefties alone, and a righty was up a bat. That
righty hit a home run off of him. He blows. I’m frustrat-
ed. I’m disappointed. Two fucking years in a row, you

know? And this year was supposed to be different.
Especially on the last day at Shea Stadium, like, really?
They had the fucking ceremony a half hour after they
blew it. It was a horrible way to end such a historic
NYC event. I’m very upset with the way things turned
out this year.” That’s fucked up, and I feel bad. Mets
fans are clearly off their shit because of this blown sea-
son.

To sum it up, I turn to the cinematic masterpiece
American Pie. The original, not the ploys for humor
that the sequels were (bear with me; I swear this is a
logical analogy). Well, the lead character, Jim, has the
chance to have sex with the smokin’ foreign exchange

student, Nadia. The story goes that she is over his
house to study after her ballet practice. Jim and his
friends know that she’s going to have to change in
his room, so they rig up this webcam to broadcast
her changing session over the internet for people to
watch. So she’s in his room, naked and alone, and
incidentally starts rubbing herself off to his “dirty
magazines.” Jim walks in, inquiring if he can
“help.” He takes off his shirt and throws it over the
camera, and hops onto the bed, unaware that the
shirt has actually slid off of the camera and that
everyone is watching him start to get busy with the
school’s knockout foreigner. 

Well, she starts to rub her hand on his leg, and
he starts to wince and squirm, and, well, o-face. Yup,
prematurely ejaculating, blowing his chance. She
gets up and goes to leave, disappointed, but he

pleads for her to stay. She stays, and she takes his hand,
directing it down her pants, and there goes Jim, o-fac-
ing again.

Everyone from his school is watching the webcast
and they’re laughing at the situation, commenting, “Not
again. Is that even possible?” Well, think of the Mets,
because for this fan base and team, it is possible. The
Mets blew a great opportunity for the second straight
time. They finished with an overall record of 89- 73,
second place in their division, and a body of fans lost in
confusion, disappointment, and shame, thinking, “Not
again. Is this even possible?”

Mets Blow Load of Games, Go Limp in Crunch Time

“I’m a football
player. You’re 
just a student.”

O-face.

In NFL It’s Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell When It Comes To Shooting ’Roids In The Butt



The     Shuttlecock     Eye     Block
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Tim Cullen
STAFF RODEO CLOWN

Admittedly, I don’t know much about what I’m talk-
ing about but bear with me. I’d like to compare two
dying but truly extreme sports as best I can: bullfight-
ing and bull-riding.

I planned on writing about Rodeo, but then I
learned that the word “Rodeo” applies to a num-
ber of events, kind of like the word “gymnas-
tics” applies to a number of events. It’s a
shame, because I like the word Rodeo, and I
wish I could re-define it and write about it.
The problem is that I wanted to write about
bull-riding, which is just one event within a
“Rodeo.” Which leads me to bull-riding…

What is written about the roots of
bull-riding is interesting. To cite
Wikipedia, it “arose out of the
working practices of cattle herding
in Spain, Mexico and later the
United States, Canada, South America and
Australia.” So, how do you think it really
started? 

I believe that there was a man from
Spain who was at his job, herding bulls, and
for whatever reason he had the absurd idea
of riding a bull as if it were a horse. Maybe
his co-workers dared him to ride the craziest bull of the
bunch. Maybe somebody put a wager on it. And seri-
ously, maybe the foundation of bull-riding is one
Spaniard daring another crazy Spaniard to ride a bull
for as long as he could possibly do it. Whichever way
things actually went, two things are for sure: bull-riders
are not bullfighters, and although bull-riding started in
Spain, it has managed to become primarily an
American sport. I’d say that the only thing these two
“sports” still have in common are bulls and balls – but
the balls of a bullfighter are very different than the balls
of a bull-rider. Take both into consideration.

In the world of bullfighting, there are no rodeo
clowns. A bullfighter is alone in the ring with the bull,

and must be in control. He must make the bull look like
a fool; otherwise, he will look like a fool and he will be
an unsuccessful bullfighter. The sport is about grace
and poise. I think it is fair to say that the most impor-
tant things for a bullfighter are preparation, confidence
and something innate that I don’t have any business try-
ing to grasp (because I’ve never even been to a bull-
fight, let alone fought a bull). I’m sure that the sport is
very incredible to watch and because of that I can
understand Ernest Hemingway’s obsession with it. 

In his writing, Hemingway frequently spoke of
bullfighting and used the bull as a metaphor for such
things as fury, general disorder and death. He’d

speak about a person’s desire to “stare death in
the face” and he thought of bullfighters as men

who do just that: men who stare death (the
bull) in the face and dodge it over and
over again. Having read this, I couldn’t

help but consider why Hemingway
never said anything about bull-rid-
ing.

I mean, I can understand that
a bullfight is intense, dangerous
and beautiful, but there is no
question that if the bullfighter

somehow got on top of the bull
and rode the bucking bronco for

ten seconds, it would be so incredi-
bly amazing. Chances are his stoic composure
would falter and some people in the audience
wouldn’t approve of such a violation of the nature
of a bullfight. 

So what is it that makes the spectacle of bull-
riding so much less attractive than bullfighting,
because —let’s face it— it is? Is it the presence of
rodeo clowns, the surrounding cultures of the events or
the poise of the matador versus that of the bull-rider? I
think I would go with all three, but especially that last
one. There is something awesome about the poise
demanded of the matador.

As a sport, bull-riding does not require grace to the
same extent as bullfighting does. Nevertheless, I

believe a glimpse of grace can always be seen in a bull-
rider after any substantial victory; it is that opaque
grace of the underdog. Without a doubt, a bull-rider is
so incredibly outmatched at the start of things. Usually
he is a 180 to 190 pound man who is expected to get on
top of a beast that weighs anywhere between 1200 to
2000 pounds. His goal is simply to stay off of the
ground for ten seconds (it’s one of those things that
sounds easy.) He could be firmly in the saddle with one
hand in the air or horizontally hanging on to the bull for
dear life —either one works. Without a doubt, the sport
is astoundingly dangerous. And I don’t mean to make

bull-riding sound like a stunt. Its practitioners devote
their entire lives to their sport. They just have a

different nature than us non-bull-riders. In
other words, I could never do it.

I just wish I could see a bull-rider stay
atop a gigantic bucking bull for so long

that the bull gives up. That would be a
remarkable sight, and I don’t think it’s
too much to ask for. There should be a
bull-rider who tries. 

So anyway, there are vast differ-
ences between the stereotypical bull-
riding cowboy and the stereotypical
Spanish bullfighter, but if one consid-
ers Hemingway’s bull-as-metaphor
thing, bull-riding can take on a whole
different meaning. I know I’m taking

things a little too seriously and am going
on a pretty wild tangent, but with consideration for
Hemingway’s famous metaphor, if the bullfighter
dodges death, doesn’t the bull-rider ride upon
death?
To be honest, what really grabs my attention is not

the dying breed of bullfighters or the dying breed of
cowboys, but my desire to see a bull-rider upon a
tumultuous bull for a long period of time —much
longer than ten seconds— with some consideration for
Hemingway’s metaphor. 

I don’t particularly care to analyze why, but that’s
what I’ve been trying to get at.

BULLFIGHTS, BULLRIDES, & BULLSHIT
A Ramblin’ RodeoA Ramblin’ Rodeo

Stoic.

Metaphor.

by Joseph McCarthy
STAFF HOUSTON, WE HAVE A BONER

Hit the clip, Chip.
A video clip of dangerous, backward-ass sports:

Horizontal Bungee Jumping, Scuba Quidditch,
Snowshoe Rock Climbing, Quicksand Crew, Remote
Control World-Domination Robot Racing, Cliff Kite
Landboarding, Badminton Baseball—Stop. Stop the
clip, Chip—Motorcycle Polo, Yak polo—Chip, stop the
fucking clip—cross-country love-making, acoustic
speed metal racing—fuck you Chip. Stop the clip. For
the love of God, thank you. 

You’re fired. Ahem. 
Badminton Baseball. Does it exist? It does if you

want it to. I thought I wanted it to once, but I was sore-
ly wrong. The miscalculated choice of pitching a shut-
tlecock to my childhood buddy, mere feet away—hands
choked up on his racket, feet squared, eyes locked—
dealt me an unfortunate couple of months.

Back when the world was my sporting ground,
when my virgin lungs breathed cleanly and my spotless
liver lavished unsoiled bile to my well-maintained
organs, in my prime sporting days and peak physical
condition, I was twelve. Many a Saturday I spent at
Luke T.’s house. Luke was somewhat of a shy fellow,
an only child living in a mansion-sized home. He
owned a rabbit bigger than my German Shepherd, had
built a 60-foot high medieval catapult in his backyard
that would spew human sized boulders across his many
acre estate and his bedroom was fully furnished with
pictures of Koalas and potted cacti. He had a shuffle-
board table in his basement which he had gotten way
too good at.

Finding ways to entertain ourselves was our one
and only quest. The catapult would occupy a few hours,
but fetching monstrous boulders was wearing.
Shuffleboard got tired quickly as he had gotten to the
level of prodigy, and hours of video games always pro-

gressed into arguments and cabin fever dementia. One
time we took his dad’s lawn mower and drove it into
town to get sodas. 

At the top of a wooded hill in his backyard he had
a swing that stretched
up to the highest limb
of a tree, which
allowed for the world’s
longest swing down a
leaf-strewn slope.
Peanut butter sand-
wiches exhausted a
quarter of an hour.
Feeding his rabbit.
Shuffleboard. Catapult.
Swing. Video games.
Shuffleboard. You get
the point. Luke and I
were bored. (No, this
article is not going to
turn into an erotic
memoir, however much more fun that would be to
write).

So one Saturday, when all the combinations and
permutations of time-consuming activities had been
attempted, we picked up two rackets and a shuttlecock.
Luke did not have a Badminton net.

So we improvised: hitting the shuttlecock over an
invisible net for a while, then just hitting the shuttle-
cock without even pretending a net existed. In no time
we were hitting the shuttlecock horizontally, back and
forth. But screw that, we might as well just pitch the
shuttlecock to each other—Badminton Baseball! What
an idea. I let Luke go first. He squared up, maybe five
feet away, I pitched, swing, contact, and no sooner was
I on the grass, a searing pain throbbing in my left eye.
The shuttlecock had flown so fast, my eyelid hadn’t the
time to close. With my hands clutching my eye socket,
I was screaming at God and Luke and the whole organ-

ized sport of Badminton Baseball. When I removed my
hands I couldn’t see—not just from my left eye but
from both. Everything was black and fuzz. For a while
I was crawling in his backyard, crying and unable to see

where I was going. I think Luke and his mother
stared at me like this for a little bit. Then they
helped me inside as I pleaded for a phone to call
my mother and 911. 

Mrs. T. got my mom on the phone and tried
to get a word in, but I immediately grabbed the
phone and weeped, “Mom, I’ll never see your
face again. I’m blind.” 

The ensuing tear-drenched and apprehen-
sive drama was me waiting to see—hear or
touch I should say—a doctor or one of my par-
ents. I would never go back to Luke’s house
again. Luckily, vision in my right eye, the unhurt
eye, came back in about an hour. My left eye
was still screwed and I was convinced sight
would never come back to it. I thought I was the
most unfortunate fucker in the universe. I tried

to think of every daily activity that would be infinitely
more difficult because of my new disability, and every-
one I spoke to that day seemed to me an ungrateful
piece of shit.

Some time between a trip to the E.R. and an eye
doctor appointment, the vision in my injured eye came
back, if ever so slightly. One million eye drops and a
thousand searing lights to my torn cornea and I was
ready for an eye patch. It wasn’t even a black eye patch;
it was baby blue and had a metal guard over the front
with little holes in it. I had to wear it for weeks. At least
middle schoolers are sympathetic and kind.

Moral: stick to established sports. Stay away from
Jackass style stunts. Hang out with your friends in pub-
lic places. If you’re hanging out with someone who has
built a catapult in his backyard, you should get out as
soon as you can. The sexual innuendo, “Ow, my eye!”
is applicable to both cock and shuttlecock.

“That’s one huge 
’cock.”



by Devin McNamara
STAFF GEORGE A. ROMERO

I don’t think there is a more biased, ignorant, and
downright idiotic fan in professional sports than a New
York Giants fan. Don’t get me wrong; when they
beat the Brady Bunch in last year’s Super Bowl I
was happier than a pig in shit. Manning managed
the game incredibly well, which is all he can ever
do. He actually passed for over 200 yards, quite the
accomplishment for Eli. But he only completed 55
percent of his passes, which has always been Eli’s
weakness. In fact, it’s the same as his career com-
pletion percentage. Just to further drive this point
home, in Eli’s “break-out” season last year he man-
aged to be ranked 29th in completion percentage,
out of 33. Brett Favre, on the other hand, was fourth
in completion percentage. Favre fires the ball into
his receiver’s hands while Eli hopes it somehow
gets picked out of the air by the 7-foot Plaxico
Burress. 

Now if you’re a Giants fan, you’re probably
thinking two things: Eli doesn’t make as many mis-
takes as Favre, and that I’m a biased, ignorant, and
idiotic Jet fan. Well let me tell you why you’re
wrong, again. First, lets look at last year’s numbers.
Favre was tied for 9th in interceptions with 15.
However, he countered it with 28 touchdowns. This
is what Favre does; he throws a decent amount of
picks and nearly doubles that number with his
touchdowns. Eli actually led the NFL in a passing
category last year, which is unexpected. However,
it’s not that unexpected when that category is inter-
ceptions. That’s right, the Super Bowl champ had
the most interceptions in the entire NFL. That is just
flat out awful. When looking at career numbers you
find more of the same. Brett averages 3.1 touchdowns
to 2 interceptions while Eli throws 2.5 touchdowns to
every 2 interceptions. When the numbers are added up,
the gap between the two quarterbacks is substantial.

Eli has never finished a season with a quarterback
rating higher than 77.0. Meanwhile Favre has only been
below that number 3 times in his entire NFL career of
18 seasons. Eli has somehow managed to keep his job
despite completely sub-par numbers. Consider this, Eli
was 25th in passer rating last year behind guys like
Damon Huard. who lost the starting job in Kansas City,
Joey Harrington, who is now retired at the age of 28,

Kyle Boller, who has yet to take a snap this year, the
recently exiled Chad Pennington, and Sage Rosenfels,
who also lost his starting job for the mighty Texans.
Everyone I just named had a better rating than Manning
and either lost their starting job or is not even good

enough to be a backup. So why is it Manning gets
praised while these guys got screwed? Because
Manning has a defense that is so outrageously good, the
offense just needs to show up and they have a chance to
win. Don’t forget the help of Brandon Jacobs, one of
the most talented backs in the league, but you wouldn’t
know that with Coughlin’s ridiculously inept system. 

Ask any red-blooded American male, or even
female, what they think of Brett Favre and you’ll prob-
ably get the impression he can walk on water. I’m not
so sure that he can, but I do consider him the Jesus of
the NFL. 

Let me give you a hypothetical situation: There are
two major teams in a large city market. One of those
teams is pretty awful while the other is pretty good. The
team that is pretty good had a magical Super Bowl run
playing the role of David slaying the seemingly unbeat-

able Goliath. Yet, in the off-season they play
second fiddle to their lesser counterparts
because of the addition of one man. 

Jesus rose from the dead once, and rumor
has it a repeat performance is fast-approaching.
Meanwhile, Favre, who rose from the dead in
2006, has pulled the trick twice in two years.
Impressive, especially considering the Son of
God is taking over 2000 years for his second
coming. Favre dominates the headlines, while
Eli is merely a supporting actor. Hell, Favre
had an entire bottom-line ticker on ESPN for a
two-month period, something no athlete in any
sport can claim. 

Personality and marketability are two
important things for an NFL quarterback.
Historically, quarterbacks are the most well
spoken and intelligent of football players. They
have to possess a good memory, awareness,
attention to detail, and the ability to think on
their feet. This should translate into numerous
sponsorships and advertising deals. Favre is
widely considered the most marketable of all
the quarterbacks, only rivaled by Eli’s brother
Peyton. Favre is down to earth, well-spoken,
damn good looking, and an all around awe-
some guy. For comparison, Eli is painful to
watch when he speaks. It’s not that he just
sounds stupid —well, actually it is. I don’t
know which is worse, the Oreo Double Stuff
commercial (which has to hurt Peyton’s back

like all hell) or the Toyota commercial where Eli forces
a constipated-like smile at the end. I think he’s just
struggling to remember how to spell his name… Is it
two n’s or three? 

Basically, if I haven’t proved to you that Eli is
probably the third best quarterback in New York behind
Favre and Jet third-stringer Brett Ratliff (best pre-sea-
son in the NFL), well, either I have failed you or you’re
still an ignorant Giants fan. In any case, you’re the one
who has to live with being wrong. It isn’t fair playing
Brett Favre; it’s like facing a healthy Lou Gerhig.
That’s right, I just went there.
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Zombie Back from
the dead,

again.

IIIInnnnssssppppiiiirrrriiiinnnngggg    MMMMeeeeddddiiiiooooccccrrrreeee    FFFFoooooooottttbbbbaaaallll lllleeeerrrrssss    OOOOnnnn    SSSSuuuunnnnddddaaaayyyy    AAAAfffftttteeeerrrrnnnnoooooooonnnnssss    NNNNeeeeaaaarrrr    YYYYoooouuuu

In recent years, Kimbo Slice has gone from an out
of work muscle-man for an internet porn website that
lived in his truck to an internet phenomenon and
American success story.  Slice began gaining popular-
ity when videos of his fights started popping up over
the Internet.  His mean attitude and hulking persona
are intimidating enough, but to watch Slice make
mincemeat out of his opponents in these “Internet
Brawls” are absolutely mind blowing.  A notorious
fight with an ex-Boston police officer, Sean Gannon,
got Slice the proper amount of exposure he needed.
Though he lost the bout, the fight launched Slice’s
MMA career, and began the tumultuous chain of
events that lead to his downfall this past weekend.

Slice, who has only participated in four-sanc-
tioned MMA fights, became a countrywide sensation
immediately.  His first fight with Ray Mercer ended
after 1:12 with a guillotine choke, which left Mercer
defenseless.  His next fight was against David “Tank”
Abbott, a seasoned MMA fighter and absolute mon-
ster in the ring.  Kimbo Slice knocked Abbott out after
only 43 seconds, finishing the tank with a crushing
right hook to the face.  Slice’s third fight, against
James Thompson, was equally as amazing as Slice
annihilated with a haymaker to the face.  The remark-
able thing about this was that Thompson had won the
first two rounds, an advantage that became useless
after Slice’s devastating attack.

Still, Kimbo Slice’s reign as an undefeated mon-
ster was short lived, as this past weekend he was

knocked out after only 15 seconds in a fight with Seth
Petruzelli.  Kimbo Slice, the man who became notori-
ous for his destruction of Tank Abbott, was bested in
an equally detrimental manner.  Slice was originally
scheduled to fight Ken Shamrock, a fighter who was

deemed unfit to fight after a severe cut over his right
eye.  So Petruzelli stepped into the ring instead, a 28-
year-old nobody who many expected Kimbo to make
short work of.  Still, Slice was skeptical before the
fight, as Petruzelli was a much younger and faster
fighter than his scheduled opponent Shamrock.

Like the class act he is, Kimbo Slice stepped into
the ring anyways.  He could have easily refused to
postpone the match until Shamrock was fit to com-
pete, but he allowed the show to go on anyways, and
paid the ultimate price.  Slice chased Petruzelli into
the side of the octagon immediately, threw a punch,
and was knocked down immediately by a kick/punch
combo.  After he was on the ground, it wasn’t long
before Slice was out of commission, as Petruzelli
bombarded the titan with a barrage of unforgiving
blows.  It is unfortunate for Slice, as he was expecting
a toe-to-toe match up with a rival worthy of his size
and age.  Still, Slice made the decision to fight regard-
less of the situation, a decision that will probably
force the fighter to surrender his persona as a force to
be reckoned with in the MMA world.

Petruzelli did to Slice what Slice did to Tank
Abbott.  He has destroyed a god, and has consequent-
ly painted a bulls-eye so huge on his own back that
every young brawler looking to make a name for him-
self will be gunning for his life.  By destroying Slice
in so histrionic a manner, Petruzelli seems to have
sealed his own fate, a fate that Slice guaranteed for
himself during his vivacious victories of fights past.

by Alexander Gibbons
STAFF GIBBONER

Kimbo Bimbo Limbo Pimbo:

TTTT hhhh eeee   ZZZZ oooo mmmm bbbb iiii eeee   CCCC hhhh rrrr iiii ssss tttt   oooo ffff   QQQQ uuuu aaaa rrrr tttt eeee rrrr bbbb aaaa cccc kkkk ssss       

“Wait. I’m
Havin’ a
MajorBrain
Fart.”

Brett Favre is...

A Freestyle Recap Of How A God Lost His Way
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by Sam Wadhams
STAFF VINTNER

The Men’s Fordham University Rugby Football
Club (FURFC) hosted their first home game of the year
today against SUNY New Paltz on Murphy’s Field. The
FURFC came in 2-0 against a winless New Paltz squad,
but despite the disparate records the team prepared hard
all week. Coach Andrew Gheraldi repeatedly stated
during practice that, “New Paltz is desperate, they don’t
have a win, but they like to hit Fordham players in the
mouth. We will take it to them from minute one.” The
game time of 11 am took a toll on the notoriously social
Fordham squad, as the 9:30 pregame warm-up deprived
them not only of their Saturday night, but also of their
Sunday morning. When game time rolled around the
team was ready, if not raring. The Fordham squad came
out a little flat and a little tired, mostly due to the early
report time they had to face. They gave up a few stupid
penalties that allowed New Paltz to gain an early and
undeserved 3-0 lead. Much of this was due to the refer-
ee’s interpretation of the “diving into the ruck” rule,
which made illegal the rucking practice of bridging
which Fordham repeatedly used. 

Despite the rule controversy, Fordham lock Matt
Savolskis responded to the New Paltz lead with an elec-
trifying try that put the Fordham squad up 5-3. Shortly
afterwards, Center Eddie Cullen settled a bet with
Captain Evan Sheha by scoring another try for

Fordham. Captain Sheha now has to cook Mr. Cullen a
dinner that Mr. Cullen was reported as saying he will
“enjoy immensely”. Further tries by Rougie Odour,
Chris Rey and Jean-Marc Saleh expanded the Fordham
lead, and by midway through the second half it was
apparent New Paltz was a broken team. Fordham dom-
inated on both sides of the ball, allowing no points after
the first penalty kick, and playing a tremendous offen-
sive combination of forward crash balls and outside
back balls. While it is difficult to describe any perform-
ance as standout in such a one-sided game, Eddie
Cullen’s performance convincingly earned
him Man of the Match honors and will be
remembered around campus for some time.
While there was some concern on the
Fordham side about the injury absence of
Eight-man Ryan McTiernan, Jimmy Wright
switched to the eight position and had a fantas-
tic first-half performance at the back of the scrum.
In the second half freshman Chris Rey filled in the
eight spot and scored his first A side try for the FURFC.
All in all it was a convincing 31-3 victory, albeit over a
much lesser team. 

The Fordham B side also played a convincing
game against New Paltz, winning 40-0 on the strength
of standout play, especially by Derek McDonald, Garth
Lofberd, Adam “PRS” Chenowith, Jack “Toboggan”
Lee and Jimmy McMorris. The Killer B’s moved to 2-
1 and promise a tremendous amount of talent for future

incarnations of the FURFC.
With the match Fordham moved to 3-0, tied with

Rutgers at the top of the Metropolitan New York Rugby
Football Union, and New Paltz now sits at the bottom
of the league with an 0-3 mark. Next week Fordham
will travel to face a challenging Army C side. Army is
1-1 with a loss to Rutgers and a forfeit win over King’s
Point Merchant Marine Academy. 

While the Army side will be a challenge, many are
looking forward to the following home game against
Rutgers as the highlight of the season. Rutgers elevated

themselves to 3-0 with convincing wins against
New Paltz, King’s Point and Army. While

both Rutgers and Fordham are 3-0,
Rutgers has both forced and allowed
more points, meaning the Homecoming
Weekend game between the two squads
will be not only a clash of styles, but a

clash of work ethics. Coming off of what
was an expected win against New Paltz, the

Fordham squad heads into the week more driven and
devoted to their goal than ever before. Suddenly the
possibility of a Metropolitan New York Rugby Football
Union championship and the number two seed in the
Northeast is only two wins away, which would be an
incredible vindication for the squad after last year’s 2-
4 season. Everyone on the squad seems fired up after
the recent wins, and their preparation for the Rutgers
game will make all the difference in the world.

by Bill Donahue
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Much of sports fandom is rooted in a yearning for
vengeance, in that primordial urge to exact payback
upon those who have wronged you. It’s easy to go on
and on about sportsmanship, the love of the game and
pure competition, but it’s really much simpler than that.
When you have experienced excruciating pain watch-
ing your team flounder in
futility, you want someone, or
something, brought to justice
for your suffering. It is, or so
you can rationalize it to your-
self, human instinct.

The story begins in 2006.
We find ourselves in a
National League Eastern
Division that has long been
dominated by the Atlanta
Braves. They’ve reeled off 14
straight division titles, win-
ning the thing every year since
they were transferred from the NL West in 1994. And
it’s my Fightin’ Philadelphia Phillies that have suffered
under the brutal regime, failing to make the playoffs
since 1993, the year I began elementary school.

But this year would turn out to be different. Behind
a powerhouse lineup bolstered by trades and huge free
agent acquisitions, those Amazin’ New York Mets
dethroned the hitherto invincible Atlanta nine and ran
away with the division. Once again, however, it was the
Phils whose season ingloriously ended sometime in late
September, without even smelling the cool air of
October.

Despite the fact that the Phillies finished a distant
12 games behind the Mets that year, something was
more gut-wrenching about the way 2006 finished than
any of the twelve sad seasons that had preceded it.
Maybe it was the geographic proximity to New York (a
Turnpike-rivalry, if you will). Maybe it was because it

was the first baseball season I spent in New York
City, enduring the obnoxious sounds that
spewed out of Mets fans mouths that entire
year. Or maybe it was that the Braves had done
it with class, winning year after year behind a
seemingly bottomless farm system and a
man by the name of Cox, Robert. Or, per-
haps in the same vein, it was that the
2006 Mets were gloating, boastful,

choreographed-dancing, showboat-
ing braggarts.

Whatever the reason, the
2006 Mets made my blood boil. A
new rivalry was born that year, for
me and a million other Phillies
fans. For the entire off-season,
all I could think about was
beating those Mets, making
them pay for what they had
done. With Jimmy Rollins’
“team to beat” proclamation that came in January, I
ached to drag those orange and blue clowns through
the dirt. It was a blood lust.

As everyone now knows, the payback, the Karmic
reaction to all that on-field cele-
bration, came soon enough. After
a hot start in 2007, the Mets slow-
ly began to collapse in the second
half under the weight of mediocre
starting pitching and a corre-
spondingly tired bullpen. Aided
by 7 consecutive losses to the
Phillies after August 27th, the
Mets nosedived down the stretch,
including blowing a 7 ½ game
lead with 17 to play. On the final
afternoon of the season, the two
teams began their games tied in the standings. Tom
Glavine gave up seven runs in 1/3 of an inning, Jamie
Moyer pitched a gem, and the rest is history.

Though the 2007 postseason was a short and

painful steam-rolling, 2008 was another wonderful
season full of pain being inflicted upon on the Mets.

Though Philadelphia fell out of the first place posi-
tion they occupied for much of the year in August,

another September surge was enough to
overtake New York and regain the top spot
on the leader board. For the second straight
year, the Fightin’s won the NL East. For the
second straight year, the Amazin’s didn’t

even make the playoffs. 
But in a turn of events I can only term

inexplicable, I have been utterly unable to
enjoy the Mets’ sad state of affairs. After

years of contemplating just how great it
would be to rub it in the faces of every Met
fan I came into contact with should the Phils
reign triumphant, I am suddenly unable to
do so. How could this be?

The answer: I feel bad. After longing for
vengeance, I cannot enjoy it now that it has finally

arrived. These Mets are so pathetic, so uncomfortable
to watch, so flawed, so unable to perform under pres-
sure, that mocking them for their shortcomings would
seem like I was kicking a wounded fawn. When I see

D a v i d
W r i g h t
walking off
the field
with a face
as gaunt
and white
as a corpse,
try as I
might to
laugh with
glee, I
can’t.

So next season, Mets, all I ask is this: Sign a reliev-
er, or another starter maybe. Do something. Because
you’re so miserable that it’s making it hard to me to
enjoy all this playoff baseball.

“I am so filled 
with hate for
Mets’ Fans.”

Crybaby

“I hate myself.
Fact.”

America’s Favorite
Naked Gun Sidekick 

Found Guilty No one is going
to rape this guy.

Life of once promising movie-cop
comes full circle.

Mocking Mets Not Worth Our Time.

But We’ll Try Anyway.

Rugby Wins ...And To The Victor Goes a Home Cooked Meal
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